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3 seconds ago. New cheat tool for The Seven Deadly Sins: Grand Cross — generate unlimited Diamonds for free. 

Auto-sync for fast and easy operation — Diamonds are instantly credited to your account. 

ACESS HERE: CLICK HERE 

ACESS HERE: CLICK HERE 

ACESS HERE: CLICK HERE 

Undetectable with built-in anti-ban script. 

 

Fully compatible with all devices. 

 

Play on gorgeous courses against players around the globe in real-time online matches! Win and collect resources to unlock 

top stages. Discover and upgrade in-game resources to customize your gameplay. Take on the weekly leaderboard and 

tournament to win awesome prizes and glory. Do amazing tricks in One Challenge and Tour Challenge. You can also play 

together with your Facebook friends! 

 

Firing your shot is easier than ever. Just drag and release to hit the ball like playing pool! Aim and shoot carefully to collect 

the most Diamonds while taking the fastest route to the hole. You can even clash your ball against your rival's to take out 

their Diamonds! Arcade Mini Golf has never been this quick and fun! 

 

Putt your way through wonders. Gamers' wildest dreams finally come true! Let's ride tube slides, swing on drawbridges, and 

jump over pyramids, explore mazes with bomb traps, and reach farther and fly higher with accelerators and jump pads! 

Taking advantage of all the tricks while honing your skills is the key to victory! 

 

So if you want to relax with a nice PvP game which is easy to pick up, instantly addicting and hard to master, this will be the 

best game for you. Start your epic tour in the quest to be the next The Seven Deadly Sins: Grand Cross! 
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